19/02/2019 BULSCA & RLSS MEETING
Meeting Information
Objective:
Date:

19/02/2019

Location:

Skype

Time:

19:00

Chair:

N/A

Called By:

Jared Wray & Lee Heard

Taking Minutes:

Michael Kirkham

Attendees: Jared Wray, Michael Kirkham, Lee Heard, Andrea Roberts

MEETING PURPOSE
Meeting to discuss a formal arrangement between BULSCA and the RLSS, building on previous
discussion.

OTHER NOTES OR INFORMATION

The arrangement is desired to ensure a fulfilling relationship for both BULSCA and the RLSS as the
RLSS continues to provide insurance for BULSCA events, especially the Student championships.

Summary of discussion
Michael arrived late.
…
Jared: Discussed at GM, D.D.&D. Is sometimes poorly received
Lee: Interesting , would like to know why
More general campaign in contract?
Jared: Links to RAG thought not to be easy due to various reasons
Michael: (See minutes). We can still submit RLSS, but seems unlikely to be accepted.
Andrea: Just applying and having the information on how to apply is enough for us to do it.
Lee: Don’t have hard requirements in SLA, just exploring possibility with RAG at unions, using
connections of BULSCA clubs.
Andrea: Any contacts or links are useful
Jared: Awards: We require awards for championships, but not league, please be aware.
Jared: Main challenge is quantifying/knowing exactly what is expected from clubs
Lee: seems reasonable. Want to make sure clubs are happy and taking part
Jared: GM seemed generally receptive
Lee: That’s good, but we do need to show the board there is some progress. They might choose to
take insurance, which we don’t want
Jared: OK, so we need to keep track of what we have been doing. Could we have a half-way meeting
so we can see if we’re on track for targets?
Lee: Good idea

Andrea: Good if clubs take pictures, tweet, etc. Then there is evidence and we can see what’s up.
Deadline of the 5th of March
Can’t get new paperwork until the renewal date/deadline (for Tom).
Lee: Supporting sustainability
Comments about differences in rules and BULSCA’s autonomy
Don’t comply to RLSS rules.
Me: You’re damn right
Lee: Might we worth talking together about differences in rules to get understanding
Lee: Long term, might want to try to bring this price in to BULSCA finances in case Trustees don’t
want to renew contract. Say, over rule differences.

